In this talk we examine how variation in intelligibility impacts speech processing with insights from behavioral and neuroimaging studies. We discuss a set of experiments that explore the extent to which listener-oriented speaking style changes, sentence context, and visual information contribute to enhanced word recognition in challenging listening conditions. We further examine whether these same enhancements impact speech processing beyond word recognition, namely recognition memory for sentences. The results show that both signal-related and contextual enhancements lead to improved speech recognition in noise and, crucially, to a substantially better sentence recall. We then discuss studies examining neural mechanisms involved in processing speech of varying intelligibility using fMRI. Previous fMRI studies have examined speech intelligibility by using artificially degraded speech stimuli. Few studies have examined natural variation in intelligibility. Here we present neuroimaging data from two studies that examine natural variations in speech intelligibility (native vs. non-native speech; audio versus audiovisual speech). Overall, combined insights from behavioral and neuroimaging studies provide important additions to our understanding of how different sources of variability in the speech signal affect speech processing and memory representations.
INTRODUCTION
Most everyday communication occurs in adverse conditions which impact various levels of speech processing detrimentally. These adverse conditions may originate in talker-(speech production that deviates from a target norm), signal-(interfering or degraded target signal), and listener-oriented (impeded access or decoding of the target speech signal) limitations and may have consequences for perceptual processes, representations, attention, and memory functions (see Mattys et al., 2012 for a review). Accurate speech perception relies on the capacity of the auditory system to process degraded speech signals. Successful perception of speech in such adverse listening conditions requires stable sensory representations and considerable cognitive effort to extract the signal from noise. This task is challenging even for listener groups with normal hearing and normal cognitive abilities (Assmann & Summerfield, 2004; Rogers et al., 2006) . Here, we report on a series of studies that examined how variation in intelligibility impacts speech processing with insights from behavioral and neuroimaging studies.
BEHAVIORAL PERSPECTIVE
The overall goal of these studies was to examine the extent to which listener-oriented speaking style changes, sentence context, and visual information contribute to enhanced word recognition in challenging listening conditions. We further examined whether these same enhancements impact speech processing beyond word recognition, namely recognition memory for sentences. Van Engen et al., (2012) first tested word recognition in noise for meaningful (e.g., The grey mouse ate the cheese) and semantically anomalous (e.g., The wrong shot led the farm) sentences produced in conversational and "clear" speech (a listener-oriented, intelligibility-enhancing speaking style talkers produce when speaking to listeners with hearing impairment or non-native speakers of the language, Smiljanic & Bradlow, 2009 ). We then examined sentence recognition memory in which listeners first heard a set of meaningful and anomalous sentences produced in two speaking styles presented in quiet (exposure phase). In the following test condition, the listeners heard a set of sentences, half of which were presented during the exposure phase and half which were new. They had to indicate whether a sentence was previously heard ("old") or not ("new"). The results showed that the overall probability of correct sentence-in-noise recognition was significantly higher for meaningful vs. anomalous sentences and for clear vs. conversational speech. Furthermore, acoustic-phonetic enhancements implemented in listener-oriented clear speech and contextual cues lead to a substantial improvement in recognition memory for sentences. That is, listeners were better able to recall meaningful sentences when produced in a listener-oriented clear speaking style.
Next, we investigated whether the same recognition memory benefit could be extended to speech presented in noise (Gilbert et al., under review) . During the exposure, listeners heard meaningful sentences produced in conversational and clear speech as well as in speech produced in response to environmental noise (noise adapted speech/NAS). Unlike Van Engen et al., (2012) , the exposure sentences were mixed with 6-talker babble at 0 dB signal-to-noise ratio. The results revealed that NAS improved word recognition in noise even more than clear speech produced in quiet demonstrating that NAS is a more naturalistic speech adaptation to noisy listening conditions. Importantly, both NAS and clear speech sentences were recalled with greater accuracy compared to the conversational sentences, even when these sentences were initially masked with noise.
Finally, we investigated how various intelligibility-enhancing cues, including visual cues, interact to aid word recognition accuracy across noise maskers that presented energetic and informational interference. Word recognition was tested in the presence of multi-talker babble that varied with respect to the number of talkers (1-8) and in speech -shaped noise (SSN). The results showed that semantic cues, clear speech, and visual input all improve speech intelligibility, and that these factors also interact significantly with one another. For instance, clear speech significantly increased intelligibility for semantically anomalous sentences and when visual cues were present. In auditory-only speech perception, semantic context was helpful to listeners only when the masker was purely energetic (SSN) and not when it contained a discernible talker. In contrast, in audiovisual speech perception, semantic context was helpful to listeners across all masker types.
These findings demonstrated that speech understanding in adverse conditions is improved most when several intelligibility-enhancing cues are available: linguistic context, clearly produced speech, and visual input. We, furthermore, showed that intelligibility variation significantly impacted not only word recognition in noise but also sentence recognition memory. Acoustic-phonetic enhancements implemented in clear speech and NAS significantly improved speech processing beyond word recognition. The results are in line with the effortfulness hypothesis (McCoy et al., 2005) , which states that speech perception in challenging listening environments requires additional processing resources that might otherwise be available for encoding speech in memory. This resource reallocation may be offset by speaking style adaptations on the part of the talker.
NEURAL PERSPECTIVE
Functional neuroimaging studies have been utilized to examine the neural bases of speech intelligibility. A typical strategy in these studies has been to examine neural activation to intelligible speech, relative to activation to unintelligible, degraded speech. Several methods have been used to degrade speech, including reversing speech, performing spectral rotation of speech, noise vocoding the speech signal. While these studies have yielded interesting insights-for example, intelligible speech, relative to degraded speech often activate anterior and posterior regions of the superior temporal gyrus (Abrams et al. 2012; Scott and Johnsrude, 2003) . Some have argued that the anterior regions, which are the top of the hierarchy in the object identification pathway, are more responsive to intelligible speech than acoustic degradation (Rauscheker and Scott, 2010) . In contrast, others have used neuropsychological approaches to suggest that the posterior superior temporal gyrus is a key mediator in processing intelligible speech (Hickok and Poeppel, 2007) . While these studies have asked important questions regarding the neural organization of speech, a limitation is the fact that intelligibility is varied using artificial methods (e.g. spectral rotation). In contrast, we know little about how the brain processes natural variations in intelligibility. To this end, our program of research exploits natural variations in speech intelligibility (e.g. non-native speech vs. native speech, speech with visual cues vs. audio-only speech) to examine mechanistic aspects of how intelligible speech is processed in the brain. Our results indicate that processing of natural variation in speech intelligibility is mediated by a network which does not significantly overlap with the network yielded by the often-used contrasts that measure neural responses to intelligible speech (speech>spectral rotated speech). Our results demonstrate that the posterior speech network (posterior superior temporal gyrus, supramarginal gyrus, and angular gyrus) plays a critical role in processing natural intelligibility variation in speech,, relative to the anterior speech network. These results suggest that the study of neural correlates of intelligible speech should incorporate natural variations in intelligibility. Future studies are aimed at examining natural variations within native speech (clear speech vs. conversational speech).
DISCUSSION
The behavioral results presented here show that the beneficial effects of within-talker speaking style adaptations go beyond facilitating word identification and can also provide advantages in downstream processes such as encoding in memory. It remains to be determined what particular features of clear speech may underlie the observed improvements in recognition memory and whether these are the same features that contribute to enhancements in intelligibility. Our program of research has also focused on examining the neural correlates of natural variations in speech intelligibility. Since the 2000s, several studies have focused on the neural bases of intelligible speech using artificial, acoustically degraded speech as a measure of unintelligible speech. Using natural variations in speech intelligibility, allows a more systematic examination of intelligibility without significant lexical-semantic confounds.
